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CH-270/CH-250
COLOR LCD SEARCHLIGHT SONAR

Operator’s Guide

The purpose of this guide is to provide the basic operating procedures for this equipment. For 
further details, see the Operator’s Manual.
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Turns the power on/off.

Lowers the
transducer.

Adjusts receive sensitivity.

Sets center bearing of training sector.

Sets detection range.

 Controls tilt angle.
 Sets center direction of

   the vertical scanning sector.

Omnipad
 Shifts cursor.
 Selects menu items, options.

Opens/closes
menu.

Inscribes/erases event
marker.

Inscribes/erases range
and bearing markers.

Adjusts display
brilliance.

Sets scan speed (sonar)/picture
advance speed (echo sounder).

Sets width of
training sector.

Alternately selects main
and sub windows in
combination displays.

Provide short-cut
key or one-touch
setup.

Select display mode.

Raises the transducer.

Switches training sector to 360°
(horizontal mode), or 180° (vertical fan mode).

Turns target lock on/off.
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Operations Common to All 
Modes

Turning the power on and off
Power on: Press the POWER switch.
Power off: Retract the transducer with the    

switch and then press the POWER 
switch.

Raising/lowering the transducer
Raise transducer: Press switch. 
Lower transducer: Press switch. 

Brilliance, panel dimmer
1. Press the BRILL key to show the bril-

liance, panel dimmer dialog box.

2. Brilliance: Press right or left arrow on  
Omnipad.
Panel dimmer: Press  up or down arrow 
on Omnipad.

Adjusting the gain
Operate the GAIN control to adjust gain.

Choosing the range
Operate the RANGE control to choose a 
range.

Inscribing the event marker
1. Use the Omnipad to position the cursor 

where you want to inscribe an event 
marker.

2. Press the EVENT key to inscribe the 
event marker.
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R    40 m
T    40°
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      CSE       357˚
      SPD      9.9 kt
      
      DEP      35  m
      TMP    12.3°C

      CUR  11.0˚ 
               2.0 kt
     GAIN       5.3

TVG LEVEL 4.0
DISTANCE 200 m
COLOR

               34° 12. 343' N
             134° 34. 213' W
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Cursor data Train indicator

Sector marker

Range

Tilt angle

Own ship marker
ETA marker

Fish echo

Bottom echo
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Event marker

Cursor

Event
marker
data
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track*

Range and bearing
markers data

Current
vector*

Target lock indicator
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rejector

Position in latitude*,
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Course*, speed*

Depth,
water temperature*
Current (tide) direction*,
Current (tide) speed*
Gain setting

TVG level,
distance settings

Color bar

CUR       11.0° 
               2.0 kt

* Requires appropriate
  sensor.
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Transducer status indicator
Filled arrow: Action completed
Blinking arrow: Action in progress

Sweep indicator
(Shows train position
in horizontal mode.)

Tilt angle indication
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Using the cursor
1. Operate the Omnipad to place the cur-

sor on an object of interest. 
2. Read cursor data at the top left corner on 

the display.

Suppressing interference
1. Press the MENU key to open the menu.
2. Choose MENU.
3. Choose COM1.
4. Choose INT REJECT.
5. Press the right arrow on the Omnipad to 

open the dialog box.
6. Choose ON.
7. Press the MENU key to close the menu.

Horizontal Mode

The horizontal mode places your vessel at 
the screen center and the bottom, shown in 
reddish-brown, is displayed as a circle and 
fish echoes appear within the circle.

Choosing train center
Use the TRAIN control to set center direc-
tion of the detection range.

Choosing sector width
Operate the SECTOR control to set width of 
transducer training.

Choosing tilt angle
Use the TILT control to set tilt angle.

Choosing training speed
Press the FAST SCAN key to choose “nor-
mal” or “fast” as appropriate.

Finding horizontal range and bearing
1. Operate the Omnipad to place the cur-

sor on a target of interest.
2. Press the R/B key to display the range 

and bearing markers. 

Target lock (echo mode)
1. Choose ECHO with “TARGET KEY” in 

the HORZ menu.
2. Press the TARGET key to start target 

lock.

Enlarging fish echoes
Press the key to turn on the expanded 
horizontal display.
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Vertical Fan Mode

The vertical fan mode forms a sounding 
area of a half-circle (like a slice of watermel-
on) to observe a vertical section of underwa-
ter conditions.

Choosing train center
Operate the TRAIN control to choose bear-
ing of the vertical fan beam.

Choosing display sector
Operate the SECTOR control to set display 
sector.

Choosing sector center
Adjust the TILT control to set center direc-
tion of the sounding beam.

Choosing training speed
Press the FAST SCAN key to choose “nor-
mal” or “fast” as appropriate.

Finding horizontal range and depth
1. Operate the Omnipad to place the cur-

sor on a target of interest.
2. Press the R/B key to display the range 

and bearing markers.

Echo Sounder Mode

The echo sounder mode provides a vertical 
view into the water column.

Choosing train direction
Choose sounding beam direction among 
fore, aft, port or starboard with the TRAIN 
control.

Choosing tilt angle
Use the TILT control to point the transducer 
directly toward the sea bottom or forward of 
the ship.

Choosing picture advance speed
Press the FAST SCAN key to choose pic-
ture advance speed.

Measuring range to an echo
1. Use the Omnipad to place the cursor on 

an echo.
2. Read the range data at the top left corner 

on the display.

Showing the A-scope display
Turn on “A-SCOPE” in the ES menu. 
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